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Effects of nozzle pressure ratios on the coflow during mixing of circular supersonic inner jets with subsonic
outer jets were experimentally studied for different area ratios such as 1.00, 1.25 and 1.76 ( hroat). The
same were numerically computed using CFD. The analyses for inner jet NPR values of 2.75 and 5 reveal that in
downstream, the jet approaches symmetry at an axial distance of 1.7 times and 3.0 times the nozzle exit
diameter. In circular coflow jet with different area ratios the dependence on the outer structures was also
observed. At a greater NPR and area ratio the merging of the inner and outer flow occurs earlier in the
downstream. Moreover an elongation in potential core length due to higher concentration of turbulent kinetic
energy in the inner shear layer was established. Also, the experimental results of coaxial jets have good
correlation with the CFD simulation. Overall, a greater area ratio nozzle exhibits distinct flow characteristics in
mixing region. These flow characteristics produce more forceful mixing which is constructive and can be used
effectively in combustion processes and propulsion applications.
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